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realeza realeza realeza celebrated celebrating the Cantinflas celebrations, born Mario Mareno as the son of a Mexican postal staff, was a profitable and productive Mexican/producer/writer/singer who also knew a bit just about farming and medicine. She was married to Valentina Ivanova
from 1936 until her death. He has appeared in more than 55 films, including (as Passepartout) in 80 Western Tagen tum (1956). - IMDb Mini Biography By: Rudi Polt / rudipolt@aol.com Cantinflas, born Mario Mareno as the son of a Mexican postal employee, studied agriculture and later
medicine but often climbed out of singing classes and dance in the streets until one day he ran away and joined a car travel company where he learned singing, dance, acrobat, prize and triggering. He sent money to his family but didn't want them to know what he was doing what he
created the name Cantinflas for himself which as a noun means 'evil and as a verb means' talking too much but he says little. He moved to Mexican Revue Theatre and in 1940 was seen by a film distributor who with another formed Posa Films. Every new movie was a major achievement.
The character he built was that of a poor man who succeeded despite in himself and although he managed to be triumphant from the complicated difficulties he remained a man of the poor. He was the only personality who could still fill the world's largest ring in Mexico City with a capacity of
50,000. - IMDb Mini Biography By: Tonyman 5 Valentina Ivanova (1936 – 5 January 1966) (her die) comedy routine she performed to engage in plot-out, sensual long terrain of black fabric over her shoulders (her character describes her as gabardina, or trench coat) two-piece canvas and
wide, clean-shaven space in the middle of her early films, he often refers to another character as castle (flat-nosed man) or chango (monkey) Baggy pants his character's voice every time an attractive woman seduce him despite the fact that Cantinflas died a millionaires several times over,
and was one of the greatest stars ever in Hispanic language films, he never forgot where he came from. Many of his money has been donated on charitable jobs, including low-quality, low-income housing for the impoverished Mexico City. When he died, he hailed as a national hero, and an
official period of safe have followed. There is no real consensus on how Mario Moreno Reyes adopted his more professional familiar name. A story goes that he did not want to shame his family, who thought of showing business as a less than respectable profession, and so created his
name. Another is that, in one of her first night engagements, a heckler tasted her with, ¡owing to cantina inflast! (You get to drink in the bar room!). Other stories say the name comes from phrases like ¡Cuanto inflas!, (do you really get a drink!) (do you sing or get a drink?), or ya calláte
cantinflas (lock up, cheap lyrics) For some this entertains him, and decreases the tamatics of the professional name of Cantinflas. Was once described as the world's oldest merchant to none other than Charles Chaplin. The Biography: Who's In Comedy by Ronald L. Smith. Pg. 88-89. New
York: Facts about File, 1992. ISBN 081602387 It is responsible for more than one word that is in the modern Hispanic language dictionary, including the Cantinflear verb, which roughly means talking a lot, but says nothing of substance. Related to actor Pablo Nuñez. In her youth, she
earned money as a prizefer and worked as an acrobat in circular tents. At the peak of his career at the end of the 1950s, Cantinflas earned more than $1.5million in a year and referred to his release thick as the highest paid comedian in the world. He was awarded a Star on The Hollywood
Walk of Fame at 6438 Hollywood Boulevard in Hollywood, California on October 10, 1980. Although the generation of Latino were charmerized by his garrulity in a variety of parts, He was best known in American audiences for a single role: In 1956 Mike Todd features comedy films adapted
in Jules Verne's novel – Around the World in 80 Days. Cantinflas reported Passepartout – the breathless value of Phileas Fogg, played by David Niven. Cantinflas was born only two films during his short career in the United States at the end of the 1950s. Later around the world, Columbia
Pictures stars Cantinflas in its own, multi-million dollar comedy Circle, Pepe, which included camera appearance by more than 42 stars, including Maurice Chevalier, Bing Crosby, Marlene Dietrich, Tony Curtis, Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine, George Raft, Gilbert Roland, Edward G.
Robinson, John Gielgud, Trevor Howard, Joe E. Brown, Finlay Currie, Buster Keaton, Robert Morley , Evelyn Keyes, Peter Lorre , Red Skelton, Beatrice Lillie, Noël Coward, José Greco (Flamenco Dancer and troops), Martine Carol, Basil Sydney, Harcourt Williams, Fernandel, famous



fighter jets Luis Miguel Dominguín, Robert Newton, Cedric Hardwick, Melville Cooper, Reginald Denny, Ronald Colman, Robert Cabal, Charles Coburn, John Karadine, Tim McCoy, Andy Devine, Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen, Jack Oakie, John Mills, Glynis Johns , Hermione Golding,
Edward R. Murrow , A.E. Matthews, Ronald Adam, Walter Fitzgerald, Frank Royde, Mike Mazurka, Ronald Sydney and Cesar Romero. Pepe however, failed miserably at the box office and put an end to Cantinflas' career in the US. He returned to Mexico, where he continued to make
movies well in his 70s. But it was unusual in at least 35 films in Mexico, much for his own feature film company, Posa Films, later known as Cantinflas Films. Cantinflas represents the humble Mexican who wants to overcome itself and accomplish something in life, he said in a 1948
interview. That's the message of the films. It is a measure of Cantinflas' impact measure on the Spanish-speaking world that his name became recognized by linguists as a new coloquialism. Cantinflas has no meaning; the actors made up the word as a stage name. However, noun
cantinflada is now defined in the Spanish Larousse authority's dictionary as a meaningless speech, while the verb is meant to speak too much but says too little. Cantinflas was widely loved for its character El Peladito, an urban cleverness that used his wizard and unfeigned good luck to
escape from impossible situations. Often compared to Little Tramp, - el peladito had a moment at each end of his upper lip. A stay-tension with Jack-of-All-Trades, he wore a missed vest, a jaw hat and a pair of the torn ones designed by ropes. As late as 1983, his film El Barrandero (The
Street Cleaner) made more money than any other Hispanic feature ever shown in the United States. At the peak of his career at the end of 50 years, Cantinflas earned more than $1.5million a year and referred him to roll back as the world's largest paid comedian. In 1936 Cantinflas made
his first film, a two-real advertisement for a tow company. A year later, he appeared in his first film for the Mexican nascent film industry, Asi Esi Mierra (That's My Country). He scored his first international success in 1940 and that also was his first full-length feature, Aki Esta el Detalle
(There is the detail). In his second biggest film, Nigre, NiNa (Nina (Nin San North Sand), Cantinflas plays double roles – an arrogant subject and a humble, devoted fan. The comedy begins when, in a classic mix-up of identities, the fans slowly are fortunate for the burning plane selling.
Cantinflas was to perfect the battle ball in one of its most famous routines, made again and again in arenas in Mexico, Europe and the United States. The scene is one combining both danger and joy. When the ox pulled the ground, Cantinflas pulled the ground. He read a headline,
undaunted, as the ball rushed by. He was troubled in the charging path, and he escaped somehow, never minded. Her trousers fell, revealing pink, comb panties, and she sang red-faced the nearest sanctuary for repairs. Finally, he plunged a sword mock over the horn of the cow's taurus
and it popping on contact in a brilliant bouquet of flowers. Cantinflas graduates from high school and at 15 were sent to an agricultural college. He stayed there for nine months before running to Jalapa on the Pacific Coast, where he entered a house, or tent show, and began his career as
an actor. It was in the tent showing that Cantinflas develops peladito el, picaresque wise guys in Mexico City. In a 1957 interview, Cantinflas reflects on the birth of El Peladito and the beginning of his career. I found out, with no little surprise, that I was able to give them laughs with a twitch in
my mouth, and a sample of the venakile I picked up from my neighborhood kwon.. His favorite film: Suencia (1967). For most of his career, he has been under exclusive contract to Films, the production company that made almost all feature-length films read from Nigre, Nina (1941) to
Epsom Professional (1971). In some of his films, he fails to win the heart of leading the medium and ends up alone. Most of his films were released by Columbia Pictures. Cantinflas is regarded as Mexico's oldest comedy for two main reasons: (1) his films were mostly popular throughout
Latin America and Spain and (2) he never lost his star after he became star. Her physical appearance changed noticeably when she was undergoing blefaroplasty so that her lift was naturally hiding eye skin. This cosmetic surgery, which gave him a more young view, occurred between El
Bolero de Raquel (1957) and Ama a prójimo tu (1958). His mother Soledad Reyes Guizar came from the town of Cotija de la Paz, Michoacán in Mexico. His father Pedro Moreno cracked out of the town of San Luis Potosí in Mexico. I think that comedy has something very serious inside.
They see both sides of their lives. But they prefer to look at the joyful side - and gladly the people. [on what makes a successful comedy] Any comedy must have the inside feeling. I never took any lessons, I just had the feeling. Chaplin is Chaplin and Cantinflas is Cantinflas. Mario Moreno
may live without Cantinflas, but Cantinflas without Mario Moreno can't exist. Chaplin relied heavily on mimi and crane. Especially technical. Cantinflas was based on mimic and dead. But again, Chaplin was the representation of the pessimism and cantinflas that are in the optimism that still
want to help people. [on Charles Chaplin] To give what he gave, he must have had a lot of humanity. He always had that; he was a human being. Chaplin gave tenderness to a character. He has been the corpus streak of New York. To me, he represented pessimism. Cantinflas, on the
other hand, tried to personnel optimism. Making people laugh isn't easy. People must say that when they must be required to be happy and then share that happiness with others. Laugh when you can do it, [because] there's so much time to suffer. I was always an admired Charles Chaplin,
and I was his personal friend, he had the chance to be invited to his honor for 15 days in California. California.
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